Abstract: Continuum damage mechanics based progressive failure analysis of an aluminum alloy AL2024-T3 plate has been carried out. Isotropic continuum damage mechanics model proposed by Chandrakanth and Pandey in 1995 has been implemented in a nonlinear finite element computational scheme based on damage-coupled and damage-uncoupled elastoplastic constitutive relationship. In order to model the progressive growth of damage and plasticity from extreme fibers toward the neutral axis, discrete layered approach has been adopted in the formulation using Ahmed's degenerate isoparametric shell element, which accounts for shear deformation. A critical damage criteria is used for determining the onset and propagation of failure in the plate. Damage-coupled and damage-uncoupled analyses have been carried out on rectangular and triangular plates of aluminum alloy Al2024-T3. Yield line patterns have been generated using extensive nonlinear progressive failure analysis and comparison with conventional yield line analysis has been made. It is envisioned that employing the methodology presented herein, yield line pattern generation for structural components with complex shapes can be obtained, which would significantly assist engineers in analysis and design of structures.
Introduction
The nonlinear response of ductile engineering components associated with large plastic deformation depends on the type, size, and distribution of microdefects or microvoids in the material. With increased load, the microdefects nucleate and evolve due to microstructural damage. Usually, the nucleation of microvoids takes place due to shattering of inclusions or interfacial decohesion of inclusion with the matrix. With accumulated plastic strain, these defects grow and coalesce to form localized microcracks, which result in a macroscopic crack, leading to final rupture. Such microdefects or microvoids are quantified as an internal variable called damage variable in the framework of thermodynamic theory of irreversible processes with internal state variables ͑Sidoroff 1975; Germain et al. 1983; Chaboche 1988; Krajcinovic 1985͒ . To establish a theory for such mechanical behavior, it is important to take into account the influence of microstructural damage. Micromechanical modeling of these voids and its interaction with neighboring voids would become tedious to handle. Hence, it is essential to have a continuum theory that describes the overall behavior of the material containing damage. Continuum damage mechanics ͑CDM͒ is one such theory which deals with damage variables in a phenomenological way.
Progressive failure analysis traces the onset of damage and its propagation to structural failure of the component and subsequently to the structure as a whole. Classically, the strength reduction in a progressive failure analysis model was carried out on an empirical basis. Incorporating a continuum damage model in a progressive failure analysis algorithm ensures a gradual reduction of residual strength and stiffness of a component. Thorough understanding of failure initiation and propagation in plates would be of utmost importance in analysis of large platforms in industrial structures, naval structures, aerospace structures, engineering structures, etc. Classically, yield line analysis or fracture mechanics based progressive failure analysis are performed. However, yield line analysis does not describe propagation of failure in plates and fracture mechanics require existence of crack of measurable length. CDM based progressive failure analysis eliminates this requirement of existing crack and hence appears to be a promising tool for failure description in such structures.
Here, the finite element formulation is based on damagecoupled and damage-uncoupled elastoplastic constitutive relationship. Damage model developed by Chandrakanth and Pandey ͑1995͒ has been implemented here in a layered approach.
Kachanov ͑1958͒ was first to introduce damage as a phenomenological variable defining microdefect density locally for creep rupture of a tensile bar. Subsequently, the concept was extensively applied by various investigators ͑Lemaitre 1984 ͑Lemaitre , 1985 Chaboche 1981; Simo and Ju 1987; Tiejun 1991 Tiejun , 1992 Tai 1990; Lee et al. 1985; Chow and Wang 1987; Zheng et al. 1992͒ for modeling elastoplastic damage progression in metals in coupled and uncoupled sense.
It is postulated that the initiation of damage in structural elements takes place at a point of high stress/strain gradient. This would occur at extreme fibers for the plates and shells subjected to maximum bending moments. Hence the damage and plasticity would initiate at extreme fibers and progressively grow towards the neutral axis. Use of conventional plate or shell finite element would not be suitable to model the progressive degradation, because the material property is assumed to be the same throughout the volume of the element. Hence, in order to model the initiation of localized damage and plasticity and its progressive growth, a discrete layered approach based on degenerate shell element derived from three dimensional isoparametric element ͑Ahmed et al. 1970͒ has been adopted here for layered formulation using damage-coupled constitutive equations, where the property of layers can be varied suitably to account for the material degradation.
The shear deformation is taken into account using the assumption of constant shear strain. A shear correction factor as given by Reissner ͑1945͒ is used to approximate the real shear strain energy component. Eight noded serendipity isoparametric element has been employed for the analysis. The detailed description of the element model can be found elsewhere in the literature ͑Owen and Figueiras 1983; Figueiras and Owen 1984͒. Yield line analysis of plates is a classical approach to determine the limit load that a plate can carry before collapse. It is an upper bound approach to determine the load at which, the pattern of yield lines form a mechanism in the plate leading to collapse. There can be numerous yield line patterns, giving different collapse loads. The yield line method being an upper bound method, the yield line pattern, which gives the least ultimate load is considered to be the appropriate one and the collapse load corresponding to that pattern will be the correct ultimate load the plate can carry. Usually, yield lines are identified based on experimental evidence. Here, as an alternative, yield lines have been generated using damage-coupled nonlinear finite element method, using the concept of continuum damage mechanics. Further, yield line analyses have been performed in order to compare the ultimate/critical load with that predicted by the damage-coupled progressive failure analysis.
Continuum Damage Mechanics Concept and the Damage Model
Lemaitre ͑1984; 1985͒ and Chaboche ͑1979͒ have described the damage evolution in thermodynamical terms. A brief outline of the same is given in the following.
Damage Variable D
Consider a damaged solid as shown in Fig. 1 , in which an element of finite volume has been isolated and is of a size large enough to contain many defects and small enough to be considered as a material point in continuum mechanics sense.
Let A be the area of the cross section of the volume element defined by the normal n. On this section cracks, cavities, and voids which constitute the damage will leave traces of different form. Let A eff be the effective resisting area ͑gross area of section less area of intersection caused by voids, cracks͒, then the isotropic damage variable is defined as
Here, it is presumed that microvoids and defects are equally distributed in all directions and does not depend on n and hence intrinsic damage variable is a scalar quantity. For a virgin material, D = D 0 ജ 0 and for a ruptured state, D = D C ഛ 1.
Damage Strain Energy Release Rate Y
The variable Y is the conjugate force associated with damage variable D and it can be shown in terms of the elastic strain energy density, W e as
where the triaxiality function
stress; m =1/3 kk = hydrostatic stress, = Poisson's ratio, and m / eq = triaxiality ratio. The measured ductility at fracture decreases as the triaxiality ratio increases ͑Lemaitre 1996͒. f͑ m / eq ͒ is considered as a measure of triaxiality and is called "triaxiality function." The damage equivalent stress is defined, similarly to the plastic equivalent stress, as the onedimensional stress * which, that for the same value of the damage, yields the same value of elastic strain energy density as that for a three dimensional state. The damage equivalent stress is given by ͑Lemaitre 1996͒ * = eq fͩ m eq
This differs from the von Mises equivalent stress by the triaxiality function. Plasticity is mainly due to slips, which do not depend upon the hydrostatic stress; damage is debonding influenced by the hydrostatic stress or the triaxiality ratio.
In view of the effective stress concept, effective in-plane forces for shell problems can be defined as
Effective bending moments are given by 
Effective transverse shear forces are given by
where K 1 and K 2 = shear correction factors.
Damage-Coupled and Damage-Uncoupled Analyses
Damage analysis of a given structure or component subjected to a given history of loading consists in the calculation of the evolution of damage as a function of time or load step at the most loaded point͑s͒ and the critical time or load at which the damage reaches its critical value corresponding to mesocrack initiation. For performing the damage analysis, it requires that the physical state of the material or structure be updated for the prevalent damage. This is achieved by incorporating the damage variable in the constitutive equation of the material, which is updated at each time step or load step. The stresses and strains are hence calculated considering the damage in the structure. Such an analysis, in which the material constitutive model is coupled with damage is known as "coupled analysis."
Neglecting the coupling between damage and strains simplify the analysis. The constitutive law is not modified during the entire time or load history for the damage prevalent in the structure. The stresses and strains are hence calculated independent of the damage and the damage is calculated at each load step or time step from these stresses and strains. Such an analysis is termed as "uncoupled analysis."
The Finite-Element Model
The degenerate shell element of Ahmed et al. ͑1970͒ has been adopted here for the analyses and is shown in Fig. 2 .
First order shear deformation theory is incorporated for inclusion of the shear energy in the computation. This implies that the sections normal to the middle surface remain straight after deformation but need not be normal to the middle surface. This necessitates the incorporation of shear correction factors in the constitutive matrix. At each node, five degrees of freedom are defined as
where, u i , v i , w i = displacements at the node i and ␤ 1i , ␤ 2i are the rotations of the normal at node i about the axes in the plane of element. The definition of independent rotational and displacement degrees of freedom permits transverse shear deformations to be taken into account, since the rotations are not linked to slope of the midsurface of the element. This is equivalent to using a general shell theory and can be reduced to the hypothesis of Reissner and Mindlin, when applied to plates.
Layered Shell Element
The shell element is built up of a series of layers, so that material property of each layer can be varied. Also, in the case of nonlinear damage coupled with elastoplastic analysis, the spreading of plasticity and damage takes place from extreme fibers toward the neutral plane. In order to model such progressive growth of plasticity and damage, the layered approach is found to be convenient. The stress components of each layer are computed at stress points on its midsurface and these stresses are assumed to be constant over the thickness of each layer, so that actual stress distribution, plasticity, and damage is modeled by a piecewise constant approximation as shown in Fig. 3 . For the discrete layered approach, the stress resultants are computed as follows:
effective transverse shear forces
where l = layer layer number.
The Isotropic Damage Model
A nonlinear isotropic damage model ͑Chandrakanth and Pandey 1995͒ which is suitable for the metals like aluminum alloy Al 2024-T3 has been adopted here. A brief outline of the model is presented here. The dissipation potential is of the form
The damage evolution in incremental form for nonproportional loading is then written as ͑Chandrakanth and Pandey 1995͒
Damage evolution for proportional loading is then obtained in the integral form as
where D C = critical damage value at the rupture strain ⑀ r ; D 0 = initial threshold damage value at threshold strain ⑀ 0 ; Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the experimental damage evolution curve ͑Chow and Lu 1989͒ and the damage evolution as predicted the presented damage model ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒. Parameters such as D C , D 0 , ⑀ r , and ⑀ 0 can be easily identified from the experimental damage evolution data. n is the material hardening parameter and is identified from uniaxial tests. The parameter ␣ is a model specific parameter and is identified by comparing the experimental damage evolution and the model prediction. The damage model is considerably influenced by the triaxiality ratio ͑Chandrakanth 1996͒. As the model is parabolic in nature, it is found to be highly sensitive to the model parameters, especially ␣.
Damage-Coupled Constitutive Relationship
Using the concept of strain equivalence ͑Lemaitre 1985͒, the incremental stress-strain relationship can be written as
where C ijkl = elastic matrix of the virgin material. The plastic multiplier is derived from the consistency condition 
where R = isotropic hardening stress variable
where H = isotropic hardening material exponent
͑slope on stress-strain curve͒
Using equation ͑14͒, ͑17͒, ͑18͒, and ͑20͒-͑22͒ in Eq. ͑16͒ yields
simplifying for the plastic multiplier
where C ijkl ep = damage-coupled elastoplastic stiffness matrix. 
Finite-Element Model Based Yield Line Pattern Generation and Yield Line Analysis
Classical yield line analysis has been performed on the plate considered for progressive failure analysis. Virtual work method has been used for collapse load computation using the yield line patterns.
For the yield line analysis, a large number of probable yield lines are required to be postulated and examined for the least ultimate load. Yield line pattern has been generated from extensive nonlinear finite element analysis based on damage-coupled constitutive model. For the simply supported rectangular plate considered, the yield line pattern obtained is adopted for the conventional yield line analysis. The adopted pattern also compares closely with the most suitable yield line pattern suggested by Park and Gamble ͑2000͒ and is shown in Fig. 5 . Because of symmetry, the yield line EF lies on the slab centerline and l 1 is the only unknown dimension. Let the center of the slab be given a small downward displacement ␦.
The internal work done can be found out as shown in 
Using virtual work principle, equating internal work done to external work 
͑34͒
It has been assumed that the yield line forming in the corner of the plate enters directly into the corner. However, it is evident from the elastic theory of plates that there are strong torsional moments in the corner regions and that if a corner of a simply supported plate is not held down, it will tend to lift off the support. If the corners of a simply supported plate are not held down, the yield line tends to fork before reaching the corner. Alternatively, if the corner is held down, a negative yield line will generate across the corner ͑Park and Gamble 2000͒ from point a to b as shown in Fig. 6 . In the present work, these corner effects are neglected. A plate of size 5 m ϫ 3 m with 10 mm thickness has been adopted mainly for demonstration purposes. This is a large sized plate; however, the use of metal plates of this size are very common in industrial structures and naval structures.
Applying the above-mentioned equations to the plate under consideration; l x = 5,000 mm and l y = 3,000 mm. The ultimate moment of resistance per unit width of the plate M ur = M ux = M uy in both directions is
=7,500N − mm ͑37͒ E = 72,000 N / mm 2 ; = 0.32; and y = 300 MPa. Calculating l 1 , l 1 = 1,849.55 mm. Substituting l 1 in the equation for W u , W u = 0.0131 MPa.
Progressive Failure Analysis
The previously described damage-coupled elastoplastic constitutive model has been implemented in a nonlinear finite element code to study damage induced progressive failure of the plate. The plate considered for the progressive failure analysis is the same as described in the yield line analysis. However, for efficient computing, symmetry is considered and only a quarter of the plate is modeled. The geometry is discretized by 96 isoparametric degenerated eight noded shell element, with a total of 329 nodes having five degrees of freedom, at each node.
Each element is made of 10 layers of 1 mm thickness each to model the progressive growth and distribution of damage and plasticity. The distributed load is applied incrementally, with a higher load increment initially and toward the end, the load increment size is reduced. In the framework of CDM, the material point is said to have reached the rupture state, when the value of damage at the critical point reaches its critical value D C ͑Thakkar et al. 2003͒. To predict the failure of a structure, one or several points at critical locations are monitored to determine whether the points have attained the rupture state. Once a point on the plate reaches the critical value of damage, the plastic strain would have increased to reach a critical value causing yielding. The stress is arrested at that point and is made to be constant to simulate the yielding. The critical value of damageϭ0.215 indicates that at this value, the representative volume element ͑RVE͒ does not break, but there is a full loss in stiffness of the RVE and not a complete rupture. The material at that point still remains intact but simply flows under further strain. The stiffness matrix, in each load step was updated based on the damage calculated in the earlier iteration. However, if the stiffness matrix, at any gauss point became singular, the Young's modulus was assigned a value of 10 −10 to obtain a subsequent stiffness matrix which is non-singular to prevent the frontal solver failure. This facilitates the continuation of the analysis even after a gauss point or node has completely yielded through the thickness. This also ensures that under any further load increment the particular point will not be contributing to any more strain energy, but will simply redistribute the energy to nearby sections. The nodes which failed through all the ten layers were plotted on each increment. The methodology of progressive failure analysis is depicted in Fig. 7 .
Damage-uncoupled analysis has also been performed in the progressive failure analysis framework to observe whether an external application of the damage equations to elastoplastic analysis yields a satisfactory result. In this case also, a similar propagation of failure has been plotted. A comparison of load deflection curve for damage-uncoupled and damage-coupled failure analyses with elastoplastic analysis is shown in Fig. 8 . The damage-coupled analysis indicates approximately 2.3% higher deflection as compared to uncoupled analysis.
The plate was assumed to have completely failed when the failure zones were no more spreading over subsequent load increments and the solution convergence was almost unachievable. The propagation of this failure over the load steps for damagecoupled and damage-uncoupled analyses is shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
Failure analysis was also performed on a rectangular plate and a triangular plate. The rectangular plate was fixed on two adjacent edges and free on other two edges, while the triangular plate was simply supported on two edges and free on the third edge. The failure propagation for the rectangular fixed-free plate is shown in Fig. 11 , whereas that of triangular plate is shown in Fig. 12 .
Results and Observations
The analysis performed shows an agreement between the yield line pattern obtained from the classical yield line analysis and the failure pattern obtained from progressive failure analysis. It is observed that though elastoplastic analysis and uncoupled damage analysis predict the failure pattern similar to that predicted by damage-coupled progressive failure analysis. However, damage coupled analysis might result in a refined estimate of the ultimate load that a component can carry before failure.
The failure pattern as observed in the damage-coupled analysis shows a thick band of failure zones, which are considered to be of zero thickness in classical yield line analysis.
In the simply supported rectangular plate, the failure initiates from the center of the plate and progresses parallel to the longer side. It then branches off to meet the corners. This is typically as observed experimentally and as seen in the postulated yield line pattern giving the least ultimate load in the classical yield line analysis. Fig. 9 shows that in damage-coupled analysis, the failure zone meets the corners of the simply supported rectangular plate at a load of 11.25ϫ 10 −3 N/mm 2 . But the plate fails at a load of 13.13ϫ 10 −3 N/mm 2 , which is in close agreement to the load value of 13.1ϫ 10 −3 N/mm 2 obtained from the yield line analysis. Whereas, the damage-uncoupled analysis shows slower progression of failure and the ultimate failure load is 14.31ϫ 10 −3 N/mm 2 . Comparing Figs. 9 and 10, it can be seen that the failure propagation in damage-uncoupled analysis is slower than that in damage-coupled analysis. This follows from the fact that damage-coupled analysis considers effective stresses and modified elasticity modulus in the analysis. This highlights the importance of using CDM coupled progressive failure analysis instead of incremental computational plasticity for generation of yield line patterns in components of complex shapes.
Conclusion
A layered approach is adopted to formulate damage coupled finite element equations, so as to simulate the progressive growth of plasticity and damage from extreme fibers toward neutral layer and to carry out the progressive failure analysis of the plate. Yield line analysis has been performed to obtain a classical solution to the progressive failure analysis problem.
The damage coupled progressive failure analysis algorithm seems to be promising for accurate failure analysis of a given structural component. A single damage mechanics criterion ͑when damage value reaches a critical value D C at some critical locations͒ is sufficient to predict the failure load. The critical load as predicted by the yield line analysis is quite comparable to the critical load as predicted by the progressive failure analysis. The pattern visible in the progressive failure analysis is quite in agreement to the pattern assumed in the yield line analysis. The deviation is the banded nature of the failure zone as indicated by damage-coupled progressive failure analysis against the zero thickness line as assumed in the yield line analysis.
No significant difference in yield zone pattern is observed in damage-uncoupled and damage-coupled failure analyses. The critical ͑failure͒ load as predicted by damage-coupled progressive failure analysis is however lower than damage-uncoupled progressive failure analysis and is in close agreement to the load predicted by classical yield line analysis.
Comparison with the classical yield line analysis solution to the progressive failure analysis confirms the implementation of continuum damage model and the progressive failure analysis methodology.
It is also evident that in cases such as components of irregular shapes, where the appropriate yield line pattern is not easily determined, the damage-coupled progressive failure analysis can be successfully employed for determination of an accurate yield line pattern and corresponding ultimate load.
Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
A ϭ Area of cross-section; A eff ϭ effective area of cross section; C ijkl ϭ elastic constitutive matrix; D ϭ isotropic damage variable; D C ϭ critical damage; D 0 ϭ initial damage; E ϭ Young's modulus of elasticity; Ē C ϭ effective ͑damage modified͒ Young's modulus of elasticity in compression; E C ϭ Young's modulus of elasticity in compression; Ē t ϭ effective ͑damage modified͒ Young's modulus of elasticity in tension; E t ϭ Young's modulus of elasticity in tension; F ϭ force; H ϭ isotropic hardening exponent; h ϭ thickness of the element; h C ϭ crack closure coefficient; k ϭ coefficient of plastic resistance; K 1 , K 2 ϭ shear correction factors; M x ,M y ,M xy ϭ effective moments on the element; N x ,N y ,N xy ϭ effective inplane forces in the element; p ϭ accumulated plastic strain; Q X ,Q Y ϭ effective transverse shear forces; R ϭ size of yield surface associated with plastic strain; S 0 ϭ characteristic temperature dependent material parameter; u,v,w ϭ displacement components at a node in the element; W e ϭ elastic strain energy density; Y ϭ damage energy release rate; ␣,n ϭ material model correlation constants; ␤ 1i , ␤ 2i ϭ rotations at a node in the element; ⑀ ϭ strain; ⑀ ϭ effective strain; ⑀ r ϭ rupture damage threshold strain; ⑀ 0 ϭ initial damage threshold strain; ϭ Poisson's ratio; ϭ plastic multiplier; * ϭ potential of dissipation function; ϭ stress; ϭ effective stress; x ϭ effective normal stress in the x direction; eq ϭ von Mises equivalent stress; m ϭ mean or hydrostatic stress; ij Ј ϭ deviatoric stress; and xy , yz ϭ effective shear stresses.
